
Корпус кухни универсальный СУ 850

Кухонный модуль Стол угловой СУ 850
816х(850х850)х520

Kitchen module Corner table ТС 850
816х(850х850)х520
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Столешница 8 не идет в комплекте с корпусом.
В схеме сборки она указывается для правильного монтажа с модулем.
The countertop 8 is not included with the module.
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WARRANTY OBLIGATIONS
The manufacturer guarantees that the furniture meets the requirements of GOST (state 

standard) 16371-2014 “Furniture. General specifications” when conditions of transportation, 
operation storage and recommendations for furniture maintenance are met. 

The warranty period for children's furniture and furniture for public premises is 18 months, 
for household furniture – 24 months. The warranty period is calculated from the moment of 
purchase of the product. 

The consumer has the right to fulfil the warranty obligations of the manufacturer 
throughout the specified period. If the consumer detects production defects related to the 
completeness of the product, material deficiencies and manufacturing technologies. 

Claims for product quality should be submitted to the store where the furniture was 
purchased. 

If you find a part with an obvious defect, you need to take a photo of it in the package 
before installing it on the product. If the components are missing, it must be indicated on the 
assembly diagram. In addition, do not throw out the cardboard package of the product until the 
end of assembly. To satisfy your claim, manufacturer will need a photo of package and label 
information (batch number, product, packing date etc.). In case of non-compliance, the 
manufacturer may refuse to satisfy your claim. 

The warranty does not apply if: 

1. Non-compliance by the consumer with the manufacturer's recommendations on 

storage, operation and care of the product. 

2. The use of furniture for other purposes.

3. The natural wear of furniture elements that arose during operation – scuffs, scratches, 

partial loss of colour under the influence of ultraviolet radiation. 

4. Mechanical damage caused by illiterate actions during transportation, storage, 

assembly and operation of case furniture. 

5. Damage to parts and components caused by high temperatures and moisture, 

resulting in swelling of LCB and other composite materials, detachment of the finishing 

coating and other damage.

6. Self-improvement or repair of furniture items. 
The basis for obtaining guarantee is the existence of the original cashier's receipt or 

products.
        

Thank you for buying our products. 

Manufacturer: LLC “MF Sistema”, Penza, Bauman St. 30, building 12 
Letter A, office 14.

For warranty questions please contact: mf-sistema@mail.ru,
8(8412)99-78-75, 8(800)551-12-19, 440052, Penza a/z 169

Marking label 
Kitchen module ТС 850
The product complies with GOST (state standard)
16371-2014 “Furniture. General specifications”
Service life: 5 years
Warranty period: 24 months 

mailto:mf-sistema@mail.ru,
mailto:mf-sistema@mail.ru,
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 MAINTANANCE AND OPERATION RULES
Case furniture mast be operated and stored in closed, heated and ventilated rooms with normal 

temperature and humidity conditions, at a relative humidity of 40-70 % and a temperature of not less than 
+10 °C. Each piece of furniture has its own functional purpose, in accordance with which it should be used. 

1. ATTENTION!!! Materials from which kitchen modules are produced, including decorative facades 
and kitchen countertops are not moisture resistant. 

When water and other liquids on the surface, it is necessary to remove it with a soft cloth (flannel, 
microfiber) or a foam sponge and then wipe dry. 

Put the dishes after washing in the cupboards should be strictly after drying or wiping it with a towel dry. 
It is necessary to use trays made of plastic or other moisture-resistant materials, so that water flows into 

them during use of a dishware dryer installed in a case. 
During the installation of the mortise sink in the countertop, the place or the mortise should be treated 

with a silicone sealant. 
If these conditions are not met, LCB swells, the edge and finishing coatings are peeled off. 
2. Case furniture does not tolerate long-term exposure to high temperatures and hot wet air. Furniture 

elements located near stoves and ovens are subject to a high head load/ In this regard, it is recommended to 
protect the housing parts from excessive heating. You can use heat insulation materials. If possible, do not 
put the stove close to the kitchen tables. Hot wet air from the loosely closed door of the oven, steam from 
boiling water can also damage the appearance of the kitchen. In addition, it is not recommended to install 
furniture near heaters and central heating batteries, open-fire sources and incandescent lamps. The influence 
of these adverse factors can lead to melting of finishing coverings, peeling of the foil and the edge from the 
base, swelling of parts. 

3. It is forbidden to put hot objects on the surface without heat isolation. 
4. Only special “embedded” equipment can be installed in niches for home appliances. Focus on the 

installation and operation instructions for these devices. To avoid overheating, it is important to arrange 
openings for ventilation and heat exchange. 

5. Do not allow prolonged exposure to direct sunlight, which leads to a change in the color of the 
products and a loss of commercial appearance. 

6. Avoid sudden changes in temperature, excessive dryness and high humidity in the room.
7. Do not allow rough mechanical impact on furniture and other components. Careless handing can lead 

to damage to the finishing coating, glass, mirrors and fasteners. In case the cracks and chips and the surface 
of glass products or detection of the accessories, it is necessary to replace them immediately. Further 
operation of damaged parts can lead to injuries.

8. Avoid technical fluids such as acids, alkalis, solvents, acetone, gasoline.
9. During furniture care, it is recommended to wipe the surface with a wet soft cloth, followed by wiping 

dry. Aerosols, wax polishing and special means can be used. It is forbidden to wash furniture with water and 
clean with compositions containing alcohols, solvents, soda and other abrasive materials. 

10. During the operation of case furniture, it is possible to loosen the fasteners. In this regard, it is 
necessary to periodically tighten them. 

11. Do not overload case and box shelves with content. Remember that the maximum permissible load 
on boxes with ball guides and metabolites is 11 kg, and on boxes with roller guides 7 kg. 

Do not stand on kitchen cabinets and tables during assembly and operation. They are not intended for 
these purposes and may not withstand your weight, which will lead to furniture breakage and injuries. 
Following these recommendations will allow you to extend the service life of the case furniture and help 
you to avoid problems during operation. 

Marking label 
Kitchen module ТС 850
The product complies with GOST (state standard)
16371-2014 “Furniture. General specifications”
Service life: 5 years
Warranty period: 24 months 
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Регулировка опоры/
Adjusting the support

H

При монтаже задней стенки 
измерьте диагонали, 
они должны быть равны!
     
When installing the back panel, 
measure the diagonalsthey must be equal!
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overhang of the table top
 in front 40 mm 
relative to the body

table top overhang 
on the rear side of the 
module 60 mm
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plinth length

Монтаж цоколя/
Socle installation

JJ

Регулировка петель/Sash loop adjustment

Досверлите отверстия с внутренней
 стороны фасада сверлом 5мм
     

  Drill holes from the inside 
of the facade with a 5mm drill
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Столешница 8 не идет в комплекте с корпусом.
В схеме сборки она указывается для правильного монтажа с модулем.
The countertop 8 is not included with the module.
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